Final Call for Tickets

Register Now

EVA30 is a one day, single-track conference that focuses on how we address major project delivery when the stability we have enjoyed for 20 years has vanished overnight. How is the industry coping? How can Government make reliable cost and delivery assumptions? If there is an upsurge in project requirements, are we ready to answer? And most importantly how do we ensure that we have the right skills the right people and the right education to do this well.

This time, the event focus is on AIR. Adaptability Innovation and Resilience. It’s still about the people and how they manage themselves and work with others. And also how they deal with the challenges. Currently Climate, Carbon, AI and Data Analytics figure high. EVA aims to discuss and consider with its breathing firmly under control. Not hyperventilating or panicking.

The event is an opportunity to rethink and remodel or revisit anew. The ISO workgroup responsible for EVM will be there, and we will be introducing the new BS202001 Project Controls British Standard. This new specification standard will describe a broader oversight horizon from inception of an idea through to final use, not just the delivery of scope.

Attendees will listen to, learn from and discuss topics relevant to immediate controls practice as well as gaining exposure to the latest in strategic thinking. They will also be able to learn about the sociology and psychology of their work to enable them to function better as individuals as well as in teams.

Join the conversation. Register today.

18 April 2024, Armourers’ Hall, Moorgate, London